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and surfing and school, the minutiae outshining the 
pain. seven months of healing and remembering 
and crystalizing these descriptions and stories and 
memories, lionizing the dead, making her so angelic 
and good and tragic that it becomes hard to think 
of her as human.
the reason that i not only know this much about 
a dead girl i never met but also choose to write a 
story about her is john. john is a student at this 
school and a native of this city and one of my best 
friends. he reminds me of a character in a japanese 
manga; a face that is all angular lines, short hair 
that sticks up as though he were drawn. he is one 
of those kids that never built a filter, screaming 
obscenities in public, acting out in class. adhd to the 
max but a family that doesn’t believe in pills. he was 
one of jodie’s best friends, although perhaps twenty 
different people have claimed that to me at one 
point or another.
halfway through writing the first draft of this story 
i realized that it was also largely about john. it 
was not really the process of writing it that made 
me realize this, but rather his disappearance and 
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breakdown which fell exactly on the second anniversary of jodie’s 
death. the rumors were flying at full speed by the time i heard 
them. john is on meth; john is in socal; john is in the hospital. 
again i am last to the scene, picking up the pieces, realizing that 
this is all much more about john than me. jodie makes me ques-
tion things, write stories; jodie makes john break down crying, 
have a week long panic attack.
so this is a story about jodie, and a story about john, and stockton, 
and drugs, about death and life, youth, sorrow, and maybe above 
all ennui.
but of course you can already tell that despite the fact that i never 
met jodie, that i am on the periphery of the stockton drug scene, 
that i am not capable of feeling as much as john, this is also, self-
ishly, cowardly, necessarily, a story about me.
two hours short of the pacific
everyone is miserable here.  at this school, in this city, the most 
common topic of conversation is how miserable it is, how bad 
everyone wants to get out.
people cope with misery in different ways.  my choice has always 
been drugs. self medication. i grew up in a sleepy mid atlantic 
suburb with a great police department—the only drugs we could 
find were either at rite aid or deep in the ghetto of the city.  when i 
was fourteen i was doing cough syrup to see god, dramamine to hear 
things, nutmeg to feel stoned, weed to feel normal. when i was sixteen 
and started driving i drove to the city to get heroin a few times but i saw 
the pain it brought and stopped.
in stockton, the drug market is exponentially more diverse and cheaper. 
if i had gone to high school here i would never have graduated. imagine 
being introduced to ecstasy as an eighth grader instead of a college 
freshman. i’d have been doing crack freshman year. tweak the next, 
dropped out by sixteen. this is what everyone i meet in stockton tells 
me. one of my dealers tells me he got kicked out of school when they 
found a gun in his locker. mary talks about rolling in class, wiping her 
sweaty palms on the chalkboard when she was called up.
mary is a stockton native, then and now fucking one of my best friends 
from this school who has since dropped out. mary is a former tweaker- 
you can see it in her teeth. mary is another one who says that she was 
one of jodie’s best friends. mary says she has done pretty much every 
drug imaginable with jodie. she says that even though a bunch of kids 
from school say that jodie was their best friend, she knew the real jodie, 
who was doing all kinds of drugs everyday, xanax, ecstasy, coke, meth, 
and keeping it a secret.
john tells me that mary is probably telling the truth, but maybe not.  
